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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. The project 

1.1.1. Renewable Energy Systems (RES), herein referred to as ‘The Applicant’, has submitted a 

planning application to the Scottish Government for Section 36 consent under the Electricity 

Act 1989 for a wind farm proposal in Aberdeenshire. 

1.1.2. Hill of Fare Wind Farm, herein referred to as the ‘Proposed Development’, is located 

approximately 6 km north of Banchory in Aberdeenshire. 

1.1.3. If consented, the Proposed Development would have an installed capacity of over 50 MW and 

comprise 16-turbines, with 11 turbines at 180 m tip height and 5 turbines at 200 m tip height, 

as well as a network of site tracks, electrical connection works, a control building and 

substation, a battery storage facility, associated temporary construction infrastructure and 

associated ancillary and engineering works. 

1.2. This report 

1.2.1. Whilst there is no statutory requirement for pre-application consultation in relation to Section 

36 applications, the Applicant has undertaken pre-application consultation for the Proposed 

Development and gone over and above the minimum best practice activity expected as set out 

in the Electricity Act 1989 – Section 36: applications guidance (Section 3. Pre-Application)1.   

 

1.2.2. This PAC Report details and reports on the pre-application consultation undertaken by the 

Applicant with the local community, general public, and locally elected representatives – herein 

referred to collectively as ‘Key Stakeholders’. This Report does not capture the Scoping Report 

and Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) consultation with EIA consultees - this is captured 

separately in the Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR) which accompanies the 

Section 36 application. 

1.2.3. The Applicant has served a copy of the Section 36 application and associated planning 

documents, including this PAC Report, to the following Key Stakeholders: 

• Echt and Skene Community Council (‘host’ Community Council) 

• Crathes, Drumoak and Durris Community Council (‘host’ Community Council) 

• Torphins Community Council (‘host’ Community Council) 

• Cluny, Midmar and Monymusk Community Council (‘host’ Community Council) 

• Mid Deeside Community Council (nearby Community Council) 

• Inchmarlo, Brathens and Glassel Community Council (nearby Community Council) 

• Banchory Community Council (nearby Community Council) 

 

1.2.4. The project website at www.hilloffare-windfarm.co.uk will also be updated with a copy of the 

Section 36 planning documents, including this PAC Report, once the planning application has 

been validated – as well as a link to the Scottish Government’s planning portal where the 

planning documents can be viewed and formal consultation comments submitted. 

 

 

 

 
1 Available online: Electricity Act 1989 - sections 36 and 37: applications guidance - gov.scot (www.gov.scot) (last accessed 26/09/2023) 

http://www.hilloffare-windfarm.co.uk/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/good-practice-guidance-applications-under-sections-36-37-electricity-act-1989/
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1.2.5. Hard copies of the planning documents have also been made available for the public to view at 

the following locations: 

• Banchory Library, Bridge Street, Banchory, AB31 5SU 

• Alford Library, Alford Community Campus, Greystone Road, Alford, AB33 8TY 

1.3. Approach to pre-application consultation 

1.3.1. As explained in the section above, pre-application consultation in relation to Section 36 

applications is voluntary. 

1.3.2. The Applicant has considerable experience in onshore wind farms and believes in the 

importance of early, meaningful, and proportionate pre-application consultation in order to 

identify issues and concerns as well as benefits and opportunities. 

1.3.3. Pre-application consultation can ultimately help to improve the development and design of 

the Proposed Development from the perspective of both the Applicant and the community. 

1.3.4. In undertaking pre-application consultation for the Proposed Development, the Applicant has 

gone above and beyond the minimum best practice activity expected as set out in the 

Electricity Act 1989 – Section 36: applications guidance (Section 3. Pre-Application)2. 

 

1.3.5. The Applicant has also referred to, and sought to achieve, the best practice pre-application 

principles outlined in the National Standards for Community Engagement as set out in the 

Scottish Government’s Planning Advice Note 3/2010: Community Engagement PAN 3/20103. 

 
1.3.6. Furthermore, the Applicant has also sought to achieve the best practice principles from 

Planning Aid Scotland’s SP=EED guidance (Scottish Planning = Effective Engagement and 

Delivery) to Level 2 – Consulting 4. 

 

1.3.7. At all stages of the consultation process the Applicant set out clearly the purpose of 

consultation and emphasised that comments made were not representations to the planning 

authority and that there would be an opportunity for representations to be made to the 

planning authority once a planning application had been submitted. 

 

 

 
2 https://www.gov.scot/publications/good-practice-guidance-applications-under-sections-36-37-electricity-act-1989/pages/3/ 

3 https://www.gov.scot/publications/pan-3-2010-community-engagement/  

4 https://www.pas.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/PAS-SPEED-Practical-Guide-July-2022.pdf  

https://www.gov.scot/publications/good-practice-guidance-applications-under-sections-36-37-electricity-act-1989/pages/3/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/pan-3-2010-community-engagement/
https://www.pas.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/PAS-SPEED-Practical-Guide-July-2022.pdf
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2. EARLY ENGAGEMENT – SCOPING (August and September 2022) 

2.1. Preparation – key stakeholder mapping 

2.1.1. Prior to undertaking formal consultation, the Applicant carried out desk-based research to 

identify Key Stakeholders to inform about the Proposed Development and engage with. 

2.1.2. ‘Host’ Community Councils 

In line with best practice, the Applicant identified the following Community Councils whose 

area was within or adjoined the land on which the Proposed Development was situated: 

• Echt and Skene Community Council 

• Crathes, Drumoak and Durris Community Council 

• Torphins Community Council 

• Cluny, Midmar and Monymusk Community Council 

 

2.1.3. Nearby Community Councils 

In addition to the ‘host’ Community Councils, the Applicant identified the following 

Community Councils as being nearby (and the next closest) to the Proposed Development: 

• Mid Deeside Community Council 

• Inchmarlo, Brathens and Glassel Community Council 

• Banchory Community Council 

 

2.1.4. Ward Councillors  

The Applicant also identified the following Aberdeenshire Council wards (and their 

representatives) as being likely to have an interest in the Proposed Development: 

• Banchory and Mid Deeside ward 

• Westhill and District ward 

• Aboyne, Upper Deeside and Donside ward 

 

2.1.5. Constituency MSP and MP 

Furthermore, the Applicant identified the MSP for Aberdeenshire West constituency, as well 

as the MP for the West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine constituency as being likely to have an 

interest in the Proposed Development. 

2.2. Introductory letter to Key Stakeholders 

2.2.1. The Applicant wrote to Key Stakeholders [Appendix 1], as well as around 35 properties within 

2 km of the turbine development area, in August 2022 to inform them that the Applicant was in 

the early stages of exploring a potential wind farm and energy storage proposal at Hill of Fare. 

The letter confirmed that the early design comprised 17-turbines with a maximum tip height of 

250 m. The letter also explained that, following initial site feasibility work, a Scoping Report 

had been submitted that week to the Scottish Government, as well as other key consultees, 

seeking feedback on the proposed scope of environmental assessment work; a link to a digital 

copy of the Report on the Applicant’s project website at www.hilloffare-windfarm.co.uk was 

included. The letter also provided some information about onshore wind, community benefit, 

and next steps – including the fact that the Applicant was planning public consultation events. 

2.2.2. Upon the Proposed Development going public the Applicant provided a presentation to Dunecht 

Estate staff to inform them about the Proposed Development and answer any initial questions. 

 

http://www.hilloffare-windfarm.co.uk/
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2.3. Follow-up with local Community Councils 

2.3.1. The Applicant offered follow-up calls with the ‘host’ Community Councils shortly after the 

Scoping Report letter had been issued. The purpose of these calls was to make introductions, 

discuss the Proposed Development in more detail, explore potential venues for the upcoming 

public exhibitions, and answer any initial questions about the proposal. 

 

2.3.2. Calls were held with the following ‘host’ Community Councils: 

• Phone-call with Cluny, Midmar and Monymusk Community Council Chair on 17 August 

2022, followed by a longer and more detailed call (around 1 hour) on 23 August 2022 

• Video call (around 1.5 hours) with representatives of Crathes, Drumoak and Durris 

Community Council on 2 September 2022 

• Video call (around 1.25 hours) with representatives of Torphins Community Council on 

Tuesday 30 August 2022 

 

2.3.3. Whilst contact was made with the fourth ‘host’ Community Council of Echt and Skene regarding 

public exhibition venues, they did not respond to the offer of a follow-up call regarding the 

Proposed Development. 

2.3.4. The Applicant also corresponded further by email at this early design stage of the Proposed 

Development with the ‘host’ Community Councils as well as the nearby Community Councils of 

Inchmarlo, Brathens and Glassel; Banchory; and, Mid Deeside. 

2.4. General enquiries 

2.4.1. A number of enquiries were received once the Proposed Development became public and the 

Applicant responded by providing answers to questions wherever possible, confirming details 

about the Proposed Development, explaining that public consultation events were being planned 

for October, and making people aware of the Applicant’s newsletter mailing list which they 

could be added to if they wished to be kept up to date with the Proposed Development and 

notified of the October public consultation events once details had been confirmed. 
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3. PUBLIC EXHIBITIONS AND CONSULTATION - SCOPING (October 2022) 

3.1. Advertising the events 

3.1.1. The Applicant placed a public notice [Appendix 2] in the local Deeside Piper newspaper on 

30 September 2022 (more than seven days ahead of the public exhibitions) to confirm details 

of the consultation events. 

3.1.2. The Applicant also decided to go over and above best practice guidance (of placing one 

notice in a public newspaper) to help raise greater awareness of the Proposed Development 

and upcoming consultation events. As such, run-of-paper adverts were placed in the Deeside 

Piper newspaper during the weeks leading up to the events, on 23 September 2022 and 07 

October 2022, and these adverts were also accompanied by a 250-word editorial to provide 

more context to the Proposed Development [Appendix 2]. 

3.1.3. In addition, the Applicant also paid for 30,000 digital MPU (mid-page-unit) adverts on the 

Deeside Piper website to help highlight the consultation events. 

3.1.4. A press release was also issued to a number of wider media outlets on 23 September 2022, 

including the regional Press and Journal newspaper, providing details about the Proposed 

Development and upcoming consultation events. 

3.1.5. Update letters [Appendix 3] were issued to Key Stakeholders on 23 September 2022 

providing details of the upcoming exhibition events and consultation period. Digital copies of 

the advert and newsletter were also included (for social media purposes). 

3.1.6. The Applicant also updated the project website [Appendix 4] on 23 September with details 

of the consultation events, including a copy of the advert and newsletter.  

3.1.7. To help raise as much awareness of the Proposed Development and upcoming consultation 

events as possible, the Applicant also issued a 2-page A4 project newsletter [Appendix 5], 

produced by an Aberdeenshire printing company, to around 1,600 local households in the 

local area (located within approximately 5 km of the turbine development area) which 

arrived with households during week commencing 26 September 2022 – a week or two ahead 

of the events.  

3.1.8. The Applicant also offered laminated copies of the advert to Key Stakeholders and local 

contacts for them to use as local ‘posters’. Over 100 posters were organised and sent out, 

upon request, to Community Councils and other local contacts. 

3.1.9. In addition to providing details of the consultation events, the public notice, advert, press 

release, update letters, website update, project newsletter, and posters all described the 

Proposed Development and its location and explained that further information could be 

found on the project website or by contacting the Applicant (contact details were provided). 

These communications also including information about how people could provide feedback 

to the Applicant on the proposal and confirmed that the closing date for comments was 

Friday 11 November 2022; they also all included a statement that any representations 

submitted to the Applicant were not representations to the determining authority and that 

there would be an opportunity to submit representations to the determining authority 

should an application be made. 

3.1.10. The above communications far exceeded the minimum expectations for best practice and 

help demonstrate the Applicant’s commitment to the consultation process.  
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3.2. Public exhibition events - format 

3.2.1. The Applicant held four public exhibition events in October 2022, one in each of the four ‘host’ 

Community Council areas, to achieve a good geographical spread of venues around the Site 

(within reasonable travelling distance of each other) and help facilitate accessibility. The 

consultation events were carefully organised around hall availability to provide a range of times 

for people to attend (daytimes and evenings) to make the events as accessible as practicable. 

All venues also provided disabled access. Details of the events held are as follows: 

• Tuesday 11 October: Crathes Hall from 11am-2pm (Crathes, Banchory, AB31 5JN) and 

Echt Hall from 5-8pm (B977, Echt, Westhill, AB32 6UL) 
 

• Wednesday 12 October: Midmar Hall from 11am-2pm (Midmar, Inverurie, AB51 7NE) 

and Learney Hall from 5-8pm (9 Beltie Road, Torphins, Banchory, AB31 4JT) 

 

3.2.2. The events [Appendix 6] were supported by a team of six representatives – including two 

Development Project Managers, a member of the Communications Team, an Engineer, and two 

Landscape Architects. Representatives from Dunecht Estates were also in attendance. 

3.2.3. The Applicant also responded positively to requests from each of the four ‘host’ Community 

Councils to have their own table at their respective local exhibition event so that they could 

gather feedback from attendees as well. 

3.2.4. A range of information boards [Appendix 7] were provided at the events which included a 

description of the Proposed Development and associated maps and plans, as well as 

visualisations (wirelines and photomontages) to help give an indication of what the Proposed 

Development may look like from different viewpoints in the local area. The Applicant also 

provided wireline software so that people could see what the Proposed Development may look 

like from specific locations of interest to them. Hard copies of the information boards were also 

available for anyone who requested this. 

3.2.5. The exhibition team endeavoured to speak to as many people as possible and encourage them 

to complete a comments form to help gather comments and views on the Proposed Development 

early in the design process. It was made clear that the comments forms could either be handed 

in at the public exhibition events, posted to the Applicant (address details were provided on the 

form), or filled in online on the project website at www.hilloffare-windfarm.co.uk. 

3.2.6. The exhibition information boards and visualisations, as well as an online version of the 

comments form, was made available by the Applicant on the project website [Appendix 8], from 

the morning of the first event (Tuesday 11 October 2022) so that people who may not have been 

able to attend the events, or who wished to take more time to review the information, could 

view it online during the consultation period and submit comments. The information remained 

on the project website throughout the consultation period (and until June 2023). 

3.2.7. The process for submitting comments to the Applicant - including the closing date for comments 

of 11 November 2022 - was confirmed at the events on the exhibition board welcoming people 

to the exhibitions [Appendix 7] as well as on the comments forms and newsletters available at 

the event and as part of the online exhibition information on the project website. In addition, 

a statement was included on these communications that any representations submitted to the 

Applicant at that stage of the Proposed Development were not representations to the 

determining authority and that there’d be an opportunity to submit representations to the 

determining authority should an application be made. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.hilloffare-windfarm.co.uk/
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3.3. Consultation feedback - overview 

3.3.1. The exhibition events were well attended, attracting over 370 people across the four events, 

with the breakdown of venue attendance as follows: 

• Crathes exhibition – 56 people (15%) 

• Echt exhibition - 112 people (30%) 

• Midmar exhibition – 76 people (20%) 

• Torphin exhibition – 134 people (35%) 

 

3.3.2. A significant amount of feedback was received during the consultation period (11 October until 

11 November 2022) with over 380 comments forms submitted and more than 3,000 topical 

comments received. The graph below shows the balance of topical comments received, with 

the following of most interest: 

• Socioeconomics (community benefit, supply chain) 

• Landscape and visual (turbine height, site location, etc)  

• Energy (onshore wind, offshore wind, other technologies)  

• Exhibition (format, staff, communications)  

• Ecology (wildlife and species, habitat)  

• Recreation (access, activities and use of hill)  

• Acoustics (predicted sound levels)  

• Infrastructure (battery storage, substation, tracks)  

 

 
 

3.3.3. The Applicant included a multiple-choice question on the comments form that asked what 

people thought about the turbine and infrastructure layout if the Proposed Development went 

ahead as currently designed (scoping layout). The breakdown of responses was as follows: 71% 

responded that they had concerns about the proposed layout; 8% responded that they didn’t 

like wind farms in general; 8% responded that they were neutral to the proposed layout; 8% 

responded that they were happy with the proposed layout; and, 5% didn’t answer the question.  

 

3.3.4. Further detail on the comments received is contained in Section 6 of this Report together with 

an explanation of how the Applicant has taken these comments into account. 
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4. FURTHER ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNCIATIONS 

4.1. General enquiries 

4.1.1. A number of enquiries were received from local residents and Key Stakeholders between the 

October 2022 and June 2023 consultation events. The Applicant responded by providing answers 

to questions wherever possible and making people aware of the project newsletter mailing list 

which they could be added to if they wished to be kept up to date with the Proposed 

Development and informed about the next set of consultation events. 

4.2. Resident visits 

4.2.1. The Applicant made visits to a number of residents who had raised questions or concerns 

previously and asked to discuss these in person. Further information was sent by the 

Applicant after these visits had taken place in response to specific questions that residents 

had raised or information that they’d requested. 

4.3. Update communications 

4.3.1. The Applicant sent an interim update letter to Key Stakeholders on 02 May 2023 [Appendix 

9]. The letter summarised key design changes made since the October 2022 public 

consultation events and explained that, whilst the Applicant was not yet at final design, a 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) document had been developed in response to the 

feedback received and was available on the project website at www.hilloffare-

windfarm.co.uk. The letter also included a copy of the most recent edition of the project 

newsletter. 

4.3.2. A second edition of the project newsletter [Appendix 10] was issued to over 1,800 people 

during the week commencing 01 May 2023 (by post to local households as well as by post or 

email to those people who had asked to be kept up to date with the Proposed 

Development), providing an update on key design changes since the October 2022 public 

exhibitions and consultation, and explaining that an FAQs document had also been produced 

in response to the feedback received which was available on the project website. Contacts 

details for getting in touch with the Applicant were also included in the newsletter. 

4.4. Call for information (private water supplies) 

4.4.1. One of the key areas of interest raised within the consultation feedback were concerns 

about the potential impact of the Proposed Development on people’s private water supplies. 

In response to this, the Applicant organised a ‘call for information’ which invited people to 

get in touch with the Applicant’s hydrology consultants with details of their private water 

supply to help further identify supplies within the area. 

4.4.2. The update communications referenced in 4.2 above included the call for information on 

private water supplies and explained that the Applicant had already gathered all available 

supply information from Aberdeenshire Council and Dunecht Estates, in addition to surveys, 

but wanted to ensure that their data was as comprehensive as possible; as such, the 

Applicant was inviting residents to get in touch with details about their private water 

supply. 

4.4.3. Over 25 responses were received from local residents who engaged with this call for 

information. 

http://www.hilloffare-windfarm.co.uk/
http://www.hilloffare-windfarm.co.uk/
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5. PUBLIC EXHIBITIONS AND CONSULTATION  – FINAL DESIGN (June 2023) 

5.1. Advertising the events  

5.1.1. Again, the Applicant decided to go over and above best practice guidance (of placing one 

notice in a public newspaper) with regard to advertising and, in addition to placing a public 

notice [Appendix 11] in the local Deeside Piper newspaper on 09 June 2023 (more than 7 

days in advance) to confirm details of the consultation events, the Applicant also organised 

two run-of-paper adverts to be placed in the newspaper on 02 June and 16 June 2023; these 

adverts were again accompanied by a 250-word editorial to provide more context to the 

Proposed Development.  

5.1.2. In addition, the Applicant also paid for 30,000 digital MPU (mid-page-unit) adverts on the 

Deeside Piper website to help highlight the consultation events. 

5.1.3. A press release was also issued to a number of other wider media outlets, including the 

regional Press and Journal newspaper, on 06 June 2023 providing details about the final 

suite of consultation events. 

5.1.4. Update letters [Appendix 12] were issued to Key Stakeholders on 02 September 2023 

providing details of the upcoming exhibition events and consultation period. Digital copies of 

the advert and newsletter were also included (for social media purposes). 

5.1.5. The Applicant also updated the project website on 02 June 2023 [Appendix 13] with details 

of the consultation events, including a copy of the advert and newsletter.  

5.1.6. A third edition of the project newsletter [Appendix 14] was issued to over 1,800 people 

during the week commencing 05 June 2023 (by post to local households as well as by post or 

email to those people who had asked to be kept up to date with the Proposed Development) 

– a week or two ahead of the events.  

5.1.7. The Applicant also again offered to provide laminated copies of the advert to Key 

Stakeholders and local contacts for them to use as local as ‘posters’. Over 80 posters were 

sent out, pro-actively as well as on request, to Community Councils and other key contacts. 

5.1.8. In addition to providing details of the consultation events and explaining that these events 

would present the updated design for the Proposed Development - the public notice, advert, 

press release, update letters, website update, project newsletter, and posters all explained 

that further information could be found on the project website or by contacting the 

Applicant (contact details were provided). These communications also included information 

about how people could provide feedback to the Applicant on the proposal and confirmed 

that the closing date for comments was Thursday 06 July 2023; they also included a 

statement that any representations submitted to the Applicant were not representations to 

the determining authority and that there’d be an opportunity to submit representations to 

the determining authority should an application be made. 

5.1.9. Once again, the above communications far exceeded the minimum expectations for best 

practice and help demonstrate the Applicant’s commitment to the consultation process. 
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5.2. Public exhibition events - format 

5.2.1. The Applicant held four more public exhibition events in the local area in June 2023; one event 

in three of the four ‘host’ Community Council areas and one event in Banchory (instead of 

Crathes which lies approximately 3 miles east of Banchory) in response to feedback. 

 

5.2.2. The consultation events were carefully organised around hall availability to provide a range of 

times for people to attend to make the events as accessible as practicable – and all venues 

included disabled access. A commitment was also honoured regarding holding an evening event 

in Midmar Hall. Details of the events held are as follows: 
 

• Tuesday 20 June: Banchory Town Hall from 11am-2pm (14 High Street, Banchory, AB31 

5RP) and Midmar Hall from 5-8pm (Midmar, Inverurie, AB51 7NE) 
 

• Wednesday 21 June:  Learney Hall from 11am-2pm (9 Beltie Road, Torphins, Banchory, 

AB31 4JT) and Echt Hall from 5-8pm (B977, Echt, Westhill, AB32 6UL) 

 

5.2.3. The events were supported by a team of 12 representatives - including three Development 

Project Managers, two Landscape Architects, two members of the Communications Team, an 

Ecologist, a Hydrologist, an Acoustic Analyst, an EIA Co-ordinator and a GIS/CAD Technician. 

Representatives from Dunecht Estates were also in attendance. 

5.2.4. The Applicant responded positively again to requests from each of the four ‘host’ Community 

Councils, as well as Banchory Community Council, to have their own table at their respective 

local exhibition event so that they could gather feedback from attendees as well. 

5.2.5. A range of information boards [Appendix 15] were presented including visualisations (wirelines 

and photomontages) to help give an indication of what the updated design may look like from 

different viewpoints in the local area. The Applicant also provided wireline software and a 3D 

fly-through video to help give an impression of what the Proposed Development may look like 

from different locations. Hard copies of the information boards were available upon request. 

5.2.6. The exhibition team endeavoured to speak to as many people as possible and encourage them 

to complete a comments form [Appendix 16] with their views on the updated design. The 

comments forms could be handed in at the events, posted to the Applicant (address details were 

provided on the form), or filled in via the project website at www.hilloffare-windfarm.co.uk. 

5.2.7. A detailed ‘Report on Feedback’ [Appendix 17] summarised the feedback received from the 

October 2022 public exhibitions and consultation and highlighted any changes that the Applicant 

had made to the Proposed Development in responses to the feedback. 

5.2.8. The exhibition information boards and visualisations, FAQs, Report on Feedback, and online 

version of the comments form were also available on the project website, from the morning of 

the first event (Tuesday 20 June 2023) so that people who may not have been able to attend 

the events, or who wished to take more time to review the information, could view the 

information online and submit comments during the consultation period. The exhibition 

information remained on the project website throughout the consultation period (and remained 

there until the Section 36 planning application was submitted). 

5.2.9. The process for contacting and submitting comments to the Applicant was also confirmed on the 

exhibition materials and project website. It was also made clear that any representations 

submitted to the Applicant at that stage of the Proposed Development were not representations 

to the determining authority and that there would be an opportunity to submit representations 

to the determining authority should an application be made. 

http://www.hilloffare-windfarm.co.uk/
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5.3. Consultation feedback - overview 

5.3.1. The June 2023 exhibition events were very well attended, attracting over 310 people across the 

four events, with the breakdown of venue attendance as follows: 

• Banchory exhibition – 75 people (24%) 

• Echt exhibition - 72 people (23%) 

• Midmar exhibition – 74 people (23%) 

• Torphin exhibition – 95 people (30%) 

 

5.3.2. Less feedback was received during this second consultation period (20 June until 06 July 2023) 

with around 140 comments forms submitted and just under 500 topical comments received. The 

graph below shows the balance of topical comments, with the following of most interest: 

• Socioeconomics (community benefit) 

• Landscape and visual (turbine height, site location)  

• Energy (onshore wind, offshore wind)  

• Hydrology (private water supplies) 

• Acoustics (predicted sound levels)  

• Ecology (wildlife and species, habitat)  

• Exhibition (info, staff, format) 

  

 
 

5.3.3. The Applicant included a multiple-choice question on the comments form that asked what 

people thought about the updated turbine and infrastructure layout. The breakdown of 

responses was as follows: 61% responded that they had concerns about the proposed layout; 8% 

responded that they didn’t like wind farms in general; 13% responded that they were neutral to 

the proposed layout; 8% responded that they were happy with the proposed layout; and, 10% 

didn’t answer the question.  

 

5.3.4. Further detail on the comments received is contained in Section 6 of this Report together with 

an explanation of how the Applicant has taken these comments into account. 
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6. OUTCOMES and RESPONSES 

6.1. Summary of topical comments received and Applicant response 

6.1.1. The topical comments received from the 2022 and 2023 consultation events have been categorised 

into key topics and summarised in Table 1, together with the Applicant’s response and a reference 

to the relevant EIAR chapter where applicable. 

6.1.2. Table 1: Summary of topics, key themes, and Applicant response 

 

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL 
(approximately 26% of total comments) 

 
Site location and residential amenity 
Just over a quarter of Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) comments suggested that: the 
location was not suitable; the hill was too prominent a location; the site was too close to populated 
areas; and that the Proposed Development would be visible from local properties and affect residential 
amenity. 
 
Turbine height 
Around a quarter of LVIA comments suggested that: the turbines were too big; they were the tallest 
in Scotland/UK and were ‘untested’ (these comments related to the original 250 m turbines proposed); 
they were too tall for a hill; smaller turbines would be better; and that the turbine height contradicted 
Aberdeenshire Council’s 2014 Strategic Landscape Capacity Assessment for Wind in Aberdeenshire. 
 
Visual impact on the area 
Just under a quarter of LVIA comments raised concerns about: the overall visual impact on the area; 
the Proposed Development damaging the landscape; and the scale being too big. 
 
Exhibition visualisations  
A number of LVIA comments suggested that: the exhibition visualisations were unrealistic, misleading, 
or not to scale; and that more viewpoints should have been presented. 
 
Turbine layout and numbers 
A smaller number of LVIA comments suggested that: there were too many turbines; that fewer turbines 
would be acceptable; and that changes to the layout could reduce visual impact. 
 
Aviation lighting 
A small number of LVIA comments raised general concerns about aviation lighting and the potential 
impact of light pollution on dark skies. 
 
Applicant’s response 
Having considered the feedback from key consultees and the local community, and undertaken further 
landscape and visual assessments, the Applicant has reduced turbine tip heights from 250 m to a mix 
of 180 m and 200 m. Furthermore, each turbine location has moved to varying degrees to refine the 
design and minimise visual impacts wherever possible. 
 
All visualisations were produced to well established and recognised standards set by NatureScot. In 
the case of the October 2022 public exhibition events, the visualisations presented a 90-degree 
horizontal view which helped provide wider landscape context. At the June 2023 public exhibition 
events the Applicant provided some narrower 53.5 degree horizontal views within the visualisations, 
in addition to 90-degree views, in direct response to consultation feedback. 
 
Wind farms are quite often sited on hills or areas of higher ground in Scotland where the wind regime 
tends to be smoother and less interrupted. The Applicant’s landscape architects have worked with 
the design to minimise potential impacts on residential amenity by increasing the separation distance 
from settlements and residential properties and exploring changes to the turbine height. 
 
The Applicant has consulted with the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) and Ministry of Defence (MOD) to 
agree a lighting strategy, undertaken a night-time assessment, and produced night-time visualisations 
for the EIAR. 
 
Further information regarding landscape and visual considerations can be found in the EIAR, Volume 
1 - Chapter 6: Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment. 
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SOCIO-ECONOMICS 
(approximately 25% of total comments) 

 
Community benefit ideas  
Just under half of socio-economic comments focused on community benefit ideas – with the most 
popular suggestions being: improved walking/cycling paths on the hill and local area; LEDS (Local 
Electricity Discount Scheme); home eco measures (insulation, solar panels); funding for schools, 
education initiatives, renewables education; improved parking for hill access; funding for village halls; 
EV charging facilities; biodiversity initiatives (peatland, trees, flowers); social welfare support, senior 
citizen support, hardship funds; upgraded or new sports facilities; skills and employment initiatives; 
shared ownership of the Proposed Development; improved broadband; and improved transport. 
 
Community benefit generally 
Just over a quarter of socio-economic comments stated that: they didn’t have any ideas for community 
benefit; they didn’t want community benefit as they didn’t want the wind farm; community benefit 
wouldn’t offset the impact; more information was needed on community benefit; and that they didn’t 
believe there would be any community benefit from the Proposed Development. 
 
Community benefit area 
Just under a fifth of socio-economic comments suggested that: areas closest to the Proposed 
Development should benefit; all areas impacted should benefit; areas closest to the Proposed 
Development should not necessarily benefit; more information was needed on the area of benefit; and 
that there should be wider consultation on the area of benefit. 
 
Supply chain 
A small number of socio-economic comments suggested that: the majority of skilled workers would 
not be local; the Applicant must use local companies and materials; there would be limited 
opportunities for inward investment; more information was needed regarding jobs and supply chain 
opportunities. 
 
Applicant’s response 
Should the Proposed Development be consented, a community benefit package would be established 
by the Applicant to support the communities who host, and are closest to, the wind farm. The area 
of benefit would be determined in consultation with locally elected representatives from the closest 
communities. 
 
The Applicant takes a tailored approach and consults with the local community, both pre-planning 
and post-consent (should the Proposed Development be granted planning permission), to gain an 
understanding of the local priorities and to seek suggestions for projects that will help to secure long-
term economic, social and environmental benefits for the area. This approach ensures the community 
benefits package that is delivered is aligned with the priorities of the local community. For instance, 
the package could include RES’ Local Electricity Discount Scheme (LEDS) or provide funding for 
projects that sit outside the parameters of a traditional application-based fund. The feedback 
received regarding community benefit is helpful in highlighting current local needs and priorities 
which can be discussed further with the community should the Proposed Development receive 
consent. 
 
The Applicant is also committed to ensuring that, wherever reasonably practicable, local contractors 
and employees are used in all aspects of wind farm development. Based on the updated design, the 
Proposed Development is predicted to deliver approximately £4.4 million of inward investment to the 
area in the form of jobs, employment, and use of local services during the development, construction 
and first year of operation. The Applicant has joined the Aberdeen and Grampian Chamber of 
Commerce as a Platinum member in order to build understanding of the skills, services, and 
capabilities of the local supply chain. 
 
The landowner has confirmed agreement in principle to car-parking facilities at the site entrance and 
implementing the cultural heritage trail. The Applicant and landowner continue to explore other 
potential opportunities to support access and recreation across the site, including investigating the 
potential for renovating the old shooting lodge on the site for use as a place of shelter and visitor 
information.  
 
Further information regarding socioeconomic considerations can be found in the EIAR, Volume 1 - 
Chapter 13: Socio-Economics. 
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ENERGY 
(approximately 11% of total comments) 

 
Offshore wind and other technologies 
Approximately half of energy comments suggested: offshore wind was preferred; offshore wind was 
more efficient; offshore wind had less visual impact; this size of turbine should be offshore; alternative 
technologies (hydro, marine, solar, nuclear) were preferred; smaller scale generation was preferred. 
 
Onshore wind – cost of electricity, needs case, and reliability 
Just under a third of energy comments focused on: energy prices continuing to rise/no reduction or 
change in energy prices; a reform being required to energy pricing policy; a need for further 
information about energy pricing; there being enough onshore wind farms already; a requirement for 
further information on the onshore wind needs case; suggestions that onshore wind was unreliable or 
intermittent and needed back-up generation; and a need for further information on homes powered. 
 
Carbon payback 
The remaining energy comments requested more information about the carbon payback or weren’t 
convinced about the carbon payback timescales. 
 
Applicant’s response 
Onshore wind plays an important part in creating a balanced energy mix and is required alongside 
other technologies, such as offshore wind, all of which have their merits in relation to cost, 
efficiency, environmental or social benefits. For example, onshore wind is one of the lowest cost 
forms of new electricity generation and can be constructed in 12-14 months (quicker than offshore). 
 
Scotland currently has almost 9 GW of operational onshore wind capacity. In response to the climate 
emergency the focus on developing more onshore wind within Scotland has only strengthened – with 
national targets now set for installing 20 GW of onshore wind across Scotland by 2030 to help towards 
meeting Net Zero carbon emissions by 2045. 
 
Typically, wind farms pay back the carbon within 1-3 years and operate carbon free thereafter. The 
Proposed Development also includes a Battery Energy Storage System (BESS). 
 
Further information regarding energy policy considerations can be found in the EIAR, Volume 1 – 
Chapter 5: Planning and Policy Context. A carbon balance assessment can be found in the EIAR, 
Volume 1 – Chapter 14: Aviation and Other Issues. 

 

EXHIBITIONS 
(approximately 8% of total comments) 

 
Exhibition format 
Just under half of exhibition comments suggested that: an event should be held in Banchory; films or 
videos showing the site would have been helpful; a public presentation/Q&A would be helpful; the 
comments form questions were ‘leading’; the time of day that events were held was helpful/unhelpful; 
there were too few/enough events; and the Community Council tables and presence were welcome. 
 
General comments about the exhibitions 
Just under a third of exhibition comments suggested that: the events the events were helpful and 
informative; the events were misleading or lacked information; they had no comment on the events. 
 
Exhibition staff 
Just under a fifth of exhibition comments suggested that: exhibition staff weren’t able to answer 
questions; exhibitions were helpful/unhelpful; more exhibition staff were required; Dunecht Estate 
representation was welcome; that exhibition staff should be clearer to see.  
 
Exhibition communications 
The remaining comments suggested that: the events should have been advertised more widely and/or 
through a wider variety of methods.  
 
Applicant’s response 
In response to feedback from the first suite of exhibitions in October 2022, the Applicant: held an 
event in Banchory for the June 2023 exhibitions; developed a fly-through video showing how the 
Proposed Development may look from key public roads and from the site; doubled staff numbers, and 
broadened the range of expertise available. 
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Both suites of exhibitions were advertised widely through a variety of methods as outlined in Section 
3 and Section 5 of this PAC Report. 

 

ECOLOGY and ORNITHOLOGY 
(approximately 5% of total comments) 

 
The majority of comments on these topics focused on concerns about: the potential impact of the 
Proposed Development on wildlife (such as squirrels, deer, bats, bees, moths, butterflies, pine 
martens, amphibians), habitats, raptors (such as red kites, owls), migratory species (such as geese, 
swallows, cuckoos). The remaining comments raised general concerns about the potential impact on 
the environment and hill land, with a few concerns about the adequacy of survey work. 
 
Applicant’s response 
Protecting and minimising any potential direct or indirect impacts on local wildlife and their habitats 
is of utmost importance to the Applicant. A wide range of detailed ecological and ornithological 
surveys have been undertaken by qualified experts as part of the Environmental Impact Assessment 
work. A Habitat Restoration and Management Plan has also been developed which includes a 
Biodiversity Enhancement Plan that will focus on improving the biodiversity already found on the site 
beyond offsetting any potential loss of biodiversity from the development. 
 
The Applicant has also been in consultation with relevant consultees, including Aberdeenshire 
Council, NatureScot, RSPB Scotland, North East Raptor Study Group, and the Dee District Salmon 
Fishery Board with regard to designated sites, protected areas and protected species.  
 
Further information regarding ecology and ornithology considerations can be found in the EIAR, 
Volume 1 – Chapter 8: Ecology Assessment and Chapter 9: Ornithology Assessment. In addition, an 
outline Biodiversity Enhancement and Management Plan (BEMP) can be found in Volume 4 – Technical 
Appendix 8.5. 

 

ACOUSTICS and SHADOW FLICKER 
(approximately 5% of total comments) 

 
The majority of comments on these topics focused on: concerns about potential acoustic impact and 
effect on local amenity, concerns about the acoustic mapping undertaken, and the need for more 
information about predicted acoustics levels. A number of comments also raised concerns about the 
potential impact of shadow flicker and effect on local amenity, concerns about the shadow flicker 
modelling undertaken, or concerns about the potential impact of shadow flicker on health. 
 
Applicant’s response 
The design process has ensured that the Proposed Development won’t exceed the strict acoustic limits 
which will be set within the planning conditions (should consent be granted). These limits correspond 
to existing background acoustic levels typical in the local area which will control the wind farm 
acoustics in relation to nearby residential properties. Operation and construction acoustic 
assessments and prediction are undertaken in accordance with the relevant standards, current 
assessment methodologies and best practice as determined by the regulatory bodies - which include 
Aberdeenshire Council, the Scottish Government and the UK Institute of Acoustics.  
 
Shadow flicker can be predicted, modelled and mitigated using specialised software. The Proposed 
Development has been designed to minimise any potential for shadow flicker. However, it is likely 
that shadow flicker monitoring software which can shut down certain turbines at particular times of 
the day, or in certain weather conditions where a flicker effect may result, will also be utilised.  
 
Further information regarding acoustics and shadow flicker can be found in the EIAR, Volume 1 – 
Chapter 12: Acoustic Assessment and Chapter 14: Aviation and Other Issues. 

 

RECREATION and TOURISM 
(approximately 4% of total comments) 

 
The majority of comments on these topics focused on concerns about recreation: the potential impact 
on access to the site for recreation during construction and operation; the need for more information 
on access plans; Hill of Fare being an important hill for recreation and amenity for the local 
community. The remaining comments focused on the potential impact on tourism in the area and the 
importance of Deeside as a tourist destination. 
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Applicant’s response 
The Applicant recognises that the Hill of Fare is a popular hill for recreation and, as such, the design 
has considered opportunities to enhance the current recreational access facilities on the site to 
ensure that the public access is maintained and enhanced where possible. As explained above, the 
landowner has confirmed agreement in principle to car-parking facilities at the site entrance and a 
cultural heritage trail. The Applicant and landowner continue to explore other potential 
opportunities to support access and recreation across the site, including investigating the potential 
for renovating the old shooting lodge on the site for use as a place of shelter and visitor information.  
 
Any temporary restrictions required during construction for health and safety requirements will be 
managed by an Access Management Plan, which would be developed pre-construction, and temporary 
diversions of any known routes will be put in place with agreement from Aberdeenshire Council. Once 
the wind farm is operational, the statutory Scottish ‘right to roam’ (Land Reform [Scotland] Act 2003) 
will apply and the public will have full access to the site via non-vehicular means. 
 
With regard to tourism, there have been several independent studies carried out over the years that 
have consistently found that wind farms do not impact tourism. One of the most recent is the BIGGAR 
Economics Report ‘Onshore Wind and Tourism in Scotland’ (2021). The report, which analysed 44 wind 
farm case studies in Scotland to try and find empirical evidence of a relationship between the 
development of onshore wind farms and tourism sector in Scotland, found “no relationship between 
tourism employment and wind farm development at the level of the Scottish economy, across local 
authority areas nor in the locality of wind farm sites”.  
     
Further information regarding recreation and tourism considerations can be found in the EIAR, Volume 
1 - Chapter 13: Socio-Economics. 

 

INFRASTRUCTURE 
(approximately 2.5% of total comments) 

 
Around half of comments regarding wider site infrastructure requested further information about the 
battery storage facility and location or raised concerns about fire risk. Just over a fifth of comments 
requested more information about the substation location. The remaining comments requested further 
information about the access tracks, turbine foundations, or wider infrastructure in general. 
 
Applicant’s response 
Further information about the battery storage facility and substation was provided within the June 
2023 public exhibition materials. The risk of fire at a battery storage facility is low but has been 
considered and mitigated in the design of the storage general arrangement and consideration of the 
monitoring and fire suppression system.  
  
Further information regarding the site infrastructure can be found in the EIAR, Volume 1 - Chapter 2: 
Project Description 

 

HYDROLOGY and PEAT 
(approximately 2% of total comments) 

 
Around two-thirds of comments on these topics areas focused on concerns about the potential impact 
on private water supplies or requested further information about how private water supplies would be 
protected. The remaining comments raised concerns about the potential disturbance to peat and 
carbon release or requested further information on how site infrastructure had been sited to avoid 
impacts on peat. 
 
Applicant’s response 
The Applicant has collected Private Water Supply (PWS) data from Aberdeenshire Council and holdings 
within Dunecht Estate and openly consulted members of the public in the surrounding area. In May 
2023, the Applicant issued a PWS ‘call for information’ in a newsletter issued to over 1,700 households 
in the local area – inviting local residents who had private water supplies linked to Hill of Fare to get 
in touch with the Applicant’s hydrology consultants and provide details of their private water supplies 
so that all supplies could be identified and checked. 
 
The purpose of collecting PWS information has been to establish the PWS source locations and source 
types in order to inform the PWS assessment that will be presented in the EIAR. The assessment’s 
findings will inform what further work would be required, if any, which may include baseline 
monitoring of relevant PWS, before, during and after construction. Any work associated with PWS 
post consent will be enforced through condition and subject to agreement with Aberdeenshire 
Council.  
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Further information regarding peat, including a detailed peat-probing map, was provided within the 
June 2023 public exhibition materials. Peat depth surveys and assessments confirm that peat is not 
uniform across the site and areas of deeper peat have been avoided wherever possible. Typically, 
wind farms pay back the carbon within 1-3 years and operate carbon free thereafter.  
 
Further information regarding hydrology and peat considerations including a private water supply 
assessment (Volume 1 – Chapter 10: Hydrology, Geology, & Hydrogeological Assessment), a carbon 
balance assessment (Volume 1 – Chapter 14: Aviation and Other Issues), Peat Management Plan 
(Volume 4: Technical Appendix 10.2: Peat Management Plan), outline BEMP (Volume 4 – Technical 
Appendix 8.5: Outline Biodiversity Enhancement and Management Plan), can be found in the EIAR.  
 

 

TRAFFIC and TRANSPORT 
(just under 2% of total comments) 

 
The majority of comments regarding traffic and transport focused on concerns about potential 
disruption from construction traffic or the selected turbine delivery route. Some comments also raised 
concerns about the volume of construction traffic, potential road damage, pedestrian safety, or 
requested more information about the site access point. 
 
Applicant’s response 
The Applicant’s construction team has a wealth of experience in managing construction traffic, having 
built many wind farms within Scotland and across the UK and Ireland, and works closely with the local 
community to minimise disruption wherever possible. The Applicant also has a strong track record 
for safety on its projects and has won awards for this. 
 
The Applicant has commissioned surveys to understand traffic flows and volumes on local roads and 
assess any potential impacts of construction traffic on the local area. This has enabled them to 
identify potential pinch points, bottlenecks, areas which will require road improvements, and areas 
which may require traffic management and will help in developing mitigation strategies.  
 
Should the Proposed Development be consented, a detailed Traffic Management Plan would be 
developed and agreed with Aberdeenshire Council in consultation with Police Scotland, setting out 
the steps that the Applicant would take to help mitigate any potential impacts on local traffic and 
road users and ensure road safety. Some examples of measures that have been taken by the 
Applicant on other construction projects include: introducing a reducing speed limit for project 
construction traffic along certain stretches of road; avoiding turbine deliveries between school-drop 
off and pick-up and/or rush-hours; and, agreeing certain ‘routes to site’ for daily construction 
traffic.  
 
The June 2023 public exhibitions provided further information on the site access point. 
 
Further information regarding traffic and transport considerations can be found in the EIAR, Volume 
1 - Chapter 11: Traffic & Transport Assessment. 

 

GRID CONNECTION 
(just under 2% of total comments) 

 
The majority of grid connection comments requested more information about the route of the grid 
connection. A number of comments requested further information generally about the grid connection 
and asked how residents would be informed about the plans or raised concerns about the impact of 
the grid connection. A number of comments also requested further information on the connection 
method, suggested it should be routed underground, or raised concerns about pylons. A small number 
of comments also raised concerns about grid capacity. 
 
Applicant’s response 
The Applicant has been advised by the Transmission Owner (TO) that the Proposed Development will 
connect to the National Grid via a 132 kV trident overhead wood pole line into Fetteresso substation 
to the south east of the site. This was clarified at the June 2023 consultation events. 
 
The grid route is subject to a separate planning application from the Proposed Development – and 
will be submitted as a separate Section 37 planning application under the Electricity Act by the 
Transmission Owner (TO) once they have finalised their design. Once the planning application for the 
grid route is submitted, there will be a consultation period undertaken by the TO during which details 
of the route and method will be available for the public to provide comment to the TO as part of the 
planning process. 
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CULTURAL HERITAGE 

(less than 1% of total comments) 
 
The majority of cultural heritage comments raised concerns about the impact generally on the cultural 
heritage of the area. A few comments also mentioned the historical Battle of Corrichie.  
 
Applicant’s response 
The final design lessens the potential effect upon the setting of cultural heritage assets. The 
Applicant has also been investigating the potential for a cultural heritage walking trail to enhance 
the opportunity to understand, appreciate, and experience assets of national importance in the area. 
 
Further information regarding cultural heritage considerations can be found in the EIAR, Volume 1 – 
Chapter 7: Cultural Heritage Assessment. 

 

AVIATION 
(less than 1% of total comments) 

 
The majority of comments raised concerns about the impact on Aberdeen airport, with a few 
comments referring to other aviation interests in the area.  
 
Applicant’s response 
The Applicant has been consulting with relevant consultees to explore and mitigate aviation impacts 
wherever possible.  
 
Further information regarding aviation considerations can be found in the EIAR, Volume 1 – Chapter 
14: Aviation and Other Issues. 

 
GENERAL COMMENTS 

(approximately 7% of total comments) 
 
A range of more general comments were also received with the key themes relating to project phases 
(construction, operations, decommissioning), general attitudes towards the Proposed Development 
(opposition, support), project economics, and property prices. 
 
Applicant’s response 
The Applicant recognises that there are a mix of attitudes towards the Proposed Development and is 
grateful to people for sharing their views. Information regarding project economics is commercially 
sensitive. One of the largest studies undertaken regarding wind farms and property prices concluded 
that house prices followed broader trends identifiable within the relevant county and resulted in 
properties on average retaining their value.  
 
Further regarding the project phases can be found in the EIAR, Volume 1 – Chapter 2: Project 
Description.  
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6.2. Evaluation of consultation process 

6.2.1. Best practice encourages Applicants to evaluate the pre-application consultation process. As such, Table 2 evaluates the Applicant’s consultation 

process using the 10 National Standards for Community Engagement as set out in PAN 3/2010. Table 3 evaluates the Applicant’s consultation 

using Planning Aid Scotland’s guide to SP=EED (Scottish Planning = Effective Engagement and Delivery). Examples have been included within the 

tables below to demonstrate how the Applicant has achieved the standard or level. 

6.2.2. Table 2: National Standards for Community Engagement Evaluation 

THE STANDARD DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES 

INVOLVEMENT Identify and involve the people 
and organisations who have an 
interest in the focus of 
engagement.  

The Applicant identified, early in the process, the people and organisations who may have an 
interest in the Proposed Development and with whom to engage and keep up to date. In the 
early scoping stage of the Proposed Development this included ‘host’ Community Councils, 
nearby Community Councils, local ward Councillors, constituency MSP and MP, and properties 
within 2 km of the Proposed Development. As the project developed this list naturally evolved 
to include, for example, 1,800 local households (within approximately 5 km of the turbine 
development area as well as anyone else who asked to be kept up to date with the proposal), 
local businesses, and business organisations such as Aberdeen and Grampian Chamber of 
Commerce and Aberdeen Renewable Energy Group. 

SUPPORT Identify and overcome any 
barriers to involvement. 

Throughout the consultation process the Applicant understood the need to help all individuals 
and groups engage, for example, the Applicant ensured that public exhibitions took place in 
several venues surrounding the site and within reasonable travelling distance from one another 
to ensure that they were accessible to everyone in the community as far as practicable. The 
events took place across a range of dates and times to suit as many people as possible - and 
both the 2022 and 2023 public exhibitions were deliberately arranged to avoid the school 
holidays. Hard copies of the exhibition information boards were also made available by the 
Applicant upon request.  

PLANNING Gather evidence of need and 
resources to agree purpose, 
scope and actions. 

Engagement and consultation took place over many months as the Proposed Development 
progressed. The Applicant clearly set out in communications the purpose and scope of 
consultation. Consultation events were carefully planned and held at times in the project 
programme when the most value could be provided, for example, the 2022 public exhibitions 
were held early in the design development process when people’s feedback could potentially 
have greatest influence on the Proposed Development – and the 2023 public exhibitions were 
held at final design stage when the Applicant could demonstrate the changes made and be clear 
about the final proposal which would be submitted into planning. Also, the scope of the 
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THE STANDARD DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES 

  information presented at each of the two suites of public exhibitions was carefully considered 
and reflected the areas of interest raised by stakeholders – particularly at the 2023 final design 
exhibitions, for example, greater detail than usual was provided regarding private water 
supplies in response to concerns raised - and additional visualisations at specific degrees of 
angle were specially prepared in response to community feedback. The Applicant also ensured 
that the exhibitions were widely advertised, through a variety of methods, to reach as many 
people as possible; this resulted in good levels of attendance at the 2022 exhibitions (more than 
370 people) and 2023 exhibitions (more than 310 people). 

METHODS Agree and use methods of 
engagement that are fit for 
purpose. 

The Applicant used a variety of methods to engage. These methods included, for example, 
letters, phone-calls, emails, online meetings, face-to-face meetings, public exhibitions 
(exhibition information was also made available online via the project website, including an 
online version of the comments form), newsletters, adverts, public notices, posters, targeted 
online ads, and social media. Within the public exhibition consultation events the Applicant 
used a variety of materials and communication methods including information boards, 
visualisations, interactive wireline software, 3D fly-through videos, and verbal discussion. 

WORKING 
TOGETHER 

Agree and use clear procedures 
that enable participants to 
work together effectively and 
efficiently. 

Contact details for the Applicant were made publicly available and provided on all project 
communications for people to get in touch if they needed to. The Applicant has responded to 
public enquiries and organised meetings with residents to discuss concerns face-to-face. 
Timescales and procedures were clearly set out in relation to the Applicant’s consultation 
process; for example, how to comment to the Applicant on the Proposed Development and the 
closing date for comments, the expected timings for the next set of exhibitions and how to find 
further information about the Proposed Development. The Applicant also clearly set out the 
Section 36 decision-making process within its FAQs document and exhibition information. 

SHARING 
INFORMATION 

Ensure necessary information is 
communicated between the 
participants. 

The Applicant endeavoured to use language appropriate for the demographic, social and 
economic landscape of the community, and literacy levels. A variety of communication methods 
were used too, as outlined in Section 4 above, to communicate information about the Proposed 
Development and consultation process. Regular updates were sent at key milestones to Key 
Stakeholders, local households, and all those who asked to be kept up to date with the Proposed 
Development to keep them informed and appraised of progress. 

WORKING WITH 
OTHERS 

Work effectively with others 
with an interest. 
 

The Applicant engaged early in the design process with local Community Councils to discuss the 
Proposed Development and proposed consultation. The Applicant also engaged with local 
residents, local businesses, local Councillors, local MP and MSP. 
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THE STANDARD DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES 

IMPROVEMENT Develop the skills, knowledge 
and confidence of the 
participants. 

The Applicant’s representatives, who undertook the consultation and engagement activity, have 
extensive experience in community engagement and consultation and are trained in SP=EED 
(Successful Planning = Effective Engagement and Delivery). 

FEEDBACK Feed results back to the wider 
community and agencies 
affected. 

Using the FAQs document, Report on Feedback, and PAC Report, the Applicant has ensured that 
the consultation comments and findings of the consultation process have been summarised and 
fed back. 

MONITORING AND 
EVALUATION 

Monitor and evaluate whether 
engagement achieves its 
purpose and meets the national 
standards for community 
engagement. 

The Applicant has continued to review and monitor the consultation process. The Applicant has 
also evaluated the consultation process using the 10 National Standards for Community 
Engagement as set out in PAN 3/2010 as well as Planning Aid Scotland’s pre-application guide 
SP=EED (Scottish Planning = Effective Engagement and Delivery) to audit the consultation 
process.  

 
 

6.2.3. Table 3: SP=EED (Scottish Planning = Effective Engagement and Delivery) evaluation 

CRITERIA TARGET LEVELS EXAMPLES 

TRANSPARENCY  
and INTEGRITY 

Level 1 (The purpose of 
engagement is clear and people 
can find out about it easily) and  
Level 2 (Rights to participate 
are clearly explained and 
opportunities to express 
opinions are publicised). 
 

The Applicant identified and made contact with a range of Key Stakeholders early in the process, 
including the ‘host’ Community Councils who the Applicant offered meetings to in order to 
encourage a partnership approach. Some introductory meetings were held with Community 
Councils to discuss the Proposed Development further as well as potential venues and timings 
for the public exhibition events. The Applicant set out the purpose, integrity, and proposed 
timescales of the engagement process – including where to find further information - in their 
early introductory project communications on their website, Key Stakeholder letters, and letters 
to nearest properties as well as in their advertising and communications for each of the 2022 
and 2023 public consultation events. The events were prominently advertised, and an A-frame 
sandwich board was positioned outside each of the venues to attract passers-by. The following 
points were made clear on the exhibition information boards: where the project constraints lay; 
the potential impacts as well as the potential benefits; that consultation feedback from the 
engagement process would be used to help shape and inform the design; that community benefit 
was not a material planning consideration; how key figures had been calculated and from where 
key statements had been sourced. 
 

CO-ORDINATION Level 1 (The timetable for the 
engagement process will be 
published and relevant 
relationships explained) and  

The Applicant took time to carefully plan the engagement strategy and ensure that consultation 
events were held at sensible points in the process, such as early in the design development when 
people’s feedback could have greatest influence on the Proposed Development, or at final 
design stage when the Applicant could be clear about the final proposal which would be  
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CRITERIA TARGET LEVELS EXAMPLES 

 Level 2 (The timetable for the 
engagement process will include 
adequate periods for meetings, 
public events, and discussion with 
stakeholders). 
 

submitted into planning. The Applicant communicated and advertised the events during the 2-3 
weeks leading up to the exhibitions to ensure that people had plenty of notice. The consultation 
periods for feedback afforded time for people to consider the information after the public 
exhibition events and/or view it online before responding with feedback – and the closing date 
for comments was communicated on all advertising and communications for the 2022 and 2023 
consultation events as well as on the exhibition information boards at the events. The Applicant 
was mindful to avoid holding consultation events in school holiday periods or on dates which 
clashed with key local events or consultations. The availability of selected specialists, who could 
engage with people on the areas of most interest in the consultation feedback, was also factored 
into the planning of the public consultation events to aid meaningful engagement. 

INFORMATION Level 1 (Information will be 
relevant, accurate and 
comprehensible to the target 
audience) and Level 2 
(Information will be 
communicated and shared, 
aiming to invite feedback). 
 

The Applicant ensured that the public exhibition materials presented for consultation included 
a mix of visual information as well as textual information – and key figures or statements were 
referenced. Areas of uncertainty were highlighted, for example, the grid connection being 
subject to a separate Section 37 planning application under the Electricity Act by the 
Transmission Owner once they had finalised their design. The Applicant also endeavoured to 
ensure that the language and detail of information provided both at the exhibitions and in 
general reflected the nature of stakeholder and general public enquiries. A comments form, 
designed as a questionnaire to help encourage a range of feedback, was presented as the 
preferred route through which written feedback could be submitted to the Applicant during the 
public consultation events. The comments forms were made available in hard-copy format at 
the consultation events as well as online. Written feedback submitted by email and letter was 
also accepted by the Applicant. All consultation feedback was logged and categorised by topic 
so that it could be considered in relation to the Proposed Development. The Applicant also set 
up and managed a project newsletter mailing list (including post and email options) for anyone 
who wished to be kept informed about the Proposed Development. The Applicant also responded 
to enquiries and endeavoured, wherever possible, to satisfy requests for new information.  

APPROPRIATENESS Level 1 (Information will be 
presented to suit its intended 
audience and can be accessed by 
all stakeholders at each stage of 
the process) and Level 2 
(Engagement processes to fit the 
situation will be used, with 
opportunities for discussion and 
for questions to be raised and 
answered). 

The Applicant carefully considered the best means of publicising the engagement process and 
used a wide range of methods, in order to reach as many people as possible, including: adverts 
and public notices in local newspaper, newsletter to local households, posters for local 
noticeboards, targeted online ads, social media, letters to key stakeholders. This approach 
encompassed both digital and non-digital forms of communication. The Applicant endeavoured 
to ensure that the language used to publicise the consultation events was jargon-free, concise, 
and easy to understand – and that the maps and drawings presented at the exhibition events 
were explained in clear and simple terms. A number of visualisations were available at the public 
exhibitions which helped give people an indication of how the Proposed Development may look 
from different public viewpoints within the area. Wireline software was also provided at the 
public exhibitions so that people could see how the Proposed Development may look from 
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CRITERIA TARGET LEVELS EXAMPLES 

  points of interest to them, for example, their property – and a 3D flythrough video was run on a 
loop to show people how the Proposed Development may look from public roads around the site 
as well as from the site itself. The exhibition events took place in a number of carefully selected 
venues surrounding the site [see Sections 3.2 and 5.2 of this Report] to ensure that they were 
within reasonable travelling distance from one another and held in venues that were easy to find 
and accessible to everyone in the community. The events were also organised across two 
consecutive days and covered the daytime and evening to suit as many people as possible. The 
exhibition team comprised a mix of specialists with expertise in a variety of areas to help answer 
questions from the public and discuss the Proposed Development meaningfully.  

RESPONSIVENESS Level 1 (Relevant 
information will be provided 
at every stage of the 
process) and Level 2 
(Findings from the 
engagement process will be 
analysed, disseminated, and 
potentially incorporated). 

The Applicant provided contact details for enquiries and responses on all materials. The majority 
of enquiries were dealt with in a timely manner and where replies took longer explanations were 
provided by the Applicant. The Applicant ensured that the exhibition information was also 
available online via the project website from the date of the first events. The feedback received 
from both the 2022 consultation events and the 2023 consultation events was carefully logged and 
analysed by the Applicant. A detailed FAQs document was developed after the 2022 consultation 
events to respond to the key themes raised in the feedback received – and this document was 
uploaded onto the project website, referenced in updated communications, and made available 
at the 2023 consultation events. A detailed Report on Feedback was also developed by the 
Applicant, for the 2023 consultation events, which summarised the 2022 consultation feedback 
and explained the changes made to the Proposed Development in response to this feedback; this 
document was also made available online via the project website.  

INCLUSIVENESS Level 1 (Relevant 
representative 
groups/organisations will be 
identified and information 
will be designed and 
disseminated to reach them) 
and Level 2 (An emphasis 
will be placed on allowing 
the voices of seldom heard 
groups and those most likely 
to be affected to be heard). 

The Applicant identified relevant groups and organisations to engage with, for example, the ‘host’ 
Community Councils whose boundary areas covered or adjoined the site, nearby Community 
Councils which may be affected by the Proposed Development, as well as wider organisations such 
as Aberdeen and Grampian Chamber of Commerce to help the Applicant build an understanding of 
the local skills, services and capabilities and connect with the local supply chain. The Applicant 
also attended Banchory Show to help further raise awareness of the Proposed Development. A 
contacts and correspondence database was established and populated with relevant information 
to help support the Applicant’s engagement and consultation. The Applicant also endeavoured to 
go above and beyond minimum pre-application consultation expectations by holding a number of 
engagement events (rather than just one) for each consultation process and widely advertising the 
events (rather than just placing one notice in a local newspaper). 

MONITORING and 
EVALUATING 

Level 1 (Distribution of 
information and feedback 
received on the engagement 
process will be analysed after 
the process is complete). 

This PAC Report fulfils this requirement by documenting the consultation process that has been 
undertaken and providing a summary of the comments received. The Applicant has also considered 
how to improve future consultation events based on the feedback received about the engagement 
process. 
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7. SUMMARY 

7.1. Key points 

7.1.1. In accordance with best practice, the Applicant has fulfilled and exceeded the minimum pre-

application consultation activity expected for this Proposed Development, including 

documenting and reporting on the consultation activities undertaken. 

 

7.1.2. Furthermore, the Applicant has also endeavoured to undertake consultation in line with the 

best practice ‘National Standards for Community Engagement’ as set out in PAN 3/2010 as well 

as Planning Aid Scotland’s best practice guide ‘SP=EED’ (Scottish Planning = Effective 

Engagement and Delivery) to Level 2- Consulting. The Applicant has also evaluated the 

consultation undertaken against these best practice standards. 

 

7.1.3. The Applicant identified and engaged early with Key Stakeholders and the local community, to 

facilitate a constructive consultation process, and this has helped identify concerns and issues 

as well as potential benefits and opportunities which have helped to shape the design. The 

Applicant continued to keep Key Stakeholders, the local community, and anyone else who 

asked to be kept informed about the Proposed Development up to date. The Applicant also 

responded to a wide range of general enquiries and endeavoured to satisfy requests for further 

information wherever possible. 

 
7.1.4. Both the 2022 (scoping) and 2023 (final design) consultation events were prominently 

publicised and subsequently attracted significant numbers of attendees. High levels of 

feedback were also received, particularly after the 2022 events. 

 

7.1.5. The Applicant is grateful to everyone who took the time to attend consultation events and 

provide feedback on the Proposed Development. The feedback received from the 2022 

consultation events was carefully logged, analysed, and considered in relation to the 

development of the design. A detailed FAQs document was developed by the Applicant to 

provide public responses to the key themes raised from the 2022 events – and this was 

followed by a detailed Report on Feedback, presented at the 2023 events, summarising the 

feedback received and how the applicant had considered this in relation to the Proposed 

Development. The feedback received from the 2023 consultation events was also carefully 

logged, analysed, and captured within this PAC Report. 

 
7.1.6. The Applicant made key changes to the design of the Proposed Development with 

consideration of consultation feedback as outlined, primarily, in section 6 of this PAC Report. 

 

7.1.7. Throughout the consultation process, the Applicant has helped the community understand the 

benefits and impacts of the Proposed Development and added value and improved the quality 

of the proposal through meaningful and productive consultation. 
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7.2. Appendices 

7.2.1. The following is a list of Appendices contained within this PAC Report. 
 

Appendix 1: Introductory letter to Key Stakeholders – August 2022 

Appendix 2: Newspaper advert and public notice – September 2022 

Appendix 3: Update letter to Key Stakeholders with exhibition details – September 2022 

Appendix 4: Website update advertising exhibition events – September 2022 

Appendix 5: Newsletter 1 (Autumn) - September 2022 

Appendix 6: Exhibition event photos – October 2022 

Appendix 7: Exhibition information boards (x17) – October 2022 

Appendix 8: Example website update with exhibition materials - October 2022 

Appendix 9: Interim update letter to Key Stakeholders – May 2023 

Appendix 10: Newsletter 2 (Spring) – May 2023 

Appendix 11: Newspaper advert and public notice – June 2023 

Appendix 12: Update letter to Key Stakeholders with exhibition details – June 2023 

Appendix 13: Website update advertising exhibition events – June 2023 

Appendix 14: Newsletter 3 (Summer) – June 2023 

Appendix 15: Exhibition information boards (x29) – June 2023 

Appendix 16: Comments form for consultation feedback– June 2023  

Appendix 17: Report on Feedback from 2022 consultation – June 2023 
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Appendix 1: Introductory letter to Key Stakeholders – August 2022 
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Appendix 2: Newspaper advert and public notice – September and October 2022 
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Appendix 3: Update letter to Key Stakeholders with exhibition details – September 2022 
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Appendix 4: Website update advertising exhibition events – September 2022 
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Appendix 5: Newsletter 1 (Autumn) – September 2022 
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Appendix 6: Exhibition event photos – October 2022 

 

 

 

A-frame board helping to raise awareness of the events to passers-by 

Crathes Hall (2022) Echt Hall (2022) 

Midmar Hall (2023) Banchory Hall (2023) 

Photos of the exhibition set-up, or actual events, in some of the local halls (please note that selected photos 
are deliberately blurred in places to protect the identify of members of the general public). 
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Appendix 7: Exhibition information boards (x17) – October 2022 
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Appendix 8: Example website update with exhibition materials - October 2022 
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Appendix 9: Interim update letter to Key Stakeholders – May 2023 
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Appendix 10: Newsletter 2 (Spring) – May 2023 
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Appendix 11: Newspaper advert and public notice – June 2023 
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Appendix 12: Update letter to Key Stakeholders with exhibition details - June 2023 
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Appendix 13: Website update advertising exhibition events – June 2023 
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Appendix 14: Newsletter 3 (Summer) – June 2023 
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Appendix 15: Exhibition information boards (x29) - June 2023 
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Appendix 16: Comments form for consultation feedback - June 2023  
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Appendix 17: Report on Feedback from 2022 consultation – June 2023 
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